
 

 

 

 

 

        

CONTACT GREASE-276 
 

 

Description 
 

Electrical contacts are often manufactured from relatively soft materials, which are subject to 

wear. Additionally the contact surface oxides, increasing resistance, there is a special product for 

lubricating electrical contacts.  
 

Sloan contact grease 276 prevents the above problems, will alleviate the results of poor 

lubrication, and has other advantages, which will prolong contact life. 

 

Operational Benefits 
 
* Has a good lubricating property, even with heavy wiping contacts 

* Lowers resistance across contacts 

* Prevents tracking and shorting out  

* Eliminates arcing  

* Loosens and softens oxide films 

* Is not harmful to plastics and rubbers 

* Protects metal parts against corrosion 
 

Application 
 

While some of the above points may seem contradictory, in practice they are not. In a closed 

contact, the film of lubricant is thinly squeezed. Because it is so thin, the current passes freely 

through the Contact Grease 276 film across the contact. In fact, because the Contact Grease 276 

takes up irregularities in the surface of the contact resistance is lowered and effective contact 

area is increased. When the contact begins to open, some of the grease strings across the gap, 

forming bridges. As this happens, the electrical resistance increases. It is also this effect of 

reducing the flow of current, which eliminates arcing. Thus while Contact Grease 276 does not 

normally allow current to flow through it, in the thin film squeezed between contacts it allows 

the current to flow freely.   
 

Technical Data 
  

Characteristic                                       Value  

 

Penetration, worked                230-275 

Melting point, min                40ºC 

Flash point, closed, min               205ºC  

 

 
 
 

Must not be mixed with conventional soap based greases 
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This information and recommendations of this product are based upon laboratory tests and experience and to the best 
of our knowledge and belief are true and accurate. Since conditions of actual use are beyond our control, any 
recommendations or suggestions are made without warranty or implied. 


